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TEMP TRACKS, FILM MUSIC AND THE CLASSICAL TRADITION 

 
Perhaps it is fitting that at the end of the third volume of analysis into film music we arrive conveniently back at 
the beginning, where the genesis of film music is to be found; the place where it all began.  
 
The issue of how classical music has been used in movies presents enough material for an entire book by itself. 
It has enriched and informed film music for over a hundred years. The biggest single influence on the history 
and development of film music has been its textural centre of gravity; the orchestra. By definition the second 
biggest influence has been the legacy of classical music, particularly the harmony of classical romanticism, 
which casts a giant shadow over the history, evolution and development of film music. Early films employed 
music supervisors to choose which classical pieces to use, until Max Steiner convinced one studio to let him 
compose a ‘commissioned’ score.  In a very real sense movie music was not born in the movies; it was created 
in the worlds of opera and musical theatre. The romantic and melodramatic scores of the late nineteenth century 
provided a readily available library of material suitable for film underscoring. As film music evolved, although 
it stayed fairly loyal to the unique textures of the orchestra, it never degenerated into becoming a wholly 
recognisable ‘style’.  
 
This reiterates the point that film music is at its best when it is not a ‘genre’. Film music is influenced by many 
different styles, genres and types of music. Almost anything can work as film music so long as the context in 
which it is used works. With the enrichment of many new styles and approaches in music over the past fifty 
years and with the added benefit technology has brought, we truly stand at a crossroads. Film music can become 
an eclectic collection of styles which work within film, or it can degenerate into sameness and repetition. It can 
evolve or it can eat itself. There is a fear that nowadays with directors being less inclined to allow serious 
conceptualisation from composers and more likely to simply chuck a dozen existing film scores at him or her, 
calling it ‘temp’ music, we are more inclined toward the sure-fire safety of homogeny. We will discuss this later 
on.  
 
Film music owes its life to people like Max Steiner, born in Austria in 1888 and to people like Dimitri Tiomkin 
(b. 1894, Ukraine) and Erich Wolfgang Korngold (b. 1897, Czechoslovakia). It’s easy to say that everything 
starts somewhere but if appropriating classical romantic music hadn’t been an option it’s difficult to see how 
film music would have worked. Nothing is entirely new; nothing is completely on its own, but if film music 
hadn’t initially been the child of classical music it’s difficult to see how, where and even if, it would have 
happened. This is why the texture of much film music is so wedded to the orchestra and why the harmonies 
within film music are also, more often than not, descended from classical music. Many modern composers have 
progressed the art of film music through the creative use of technology and production. Composers such as Hans 
Zimmer, John Powell and Cliff Martinez, to name just a few, have used technology to produce new sounds and 
textures. The electric guitar and the advent of Rock n Roll are considered to be inseparable but whether the 
guitar will always be permanently wedded to pop music is uncertain; similarly the symphony orchestra and the 
advent of film music are inseparable, but whether the orchestra will always be the textural and harmonic 
mainstay of film music is debatable.  
 
Despite the obvious historical linkage between classical music and film music, there is, and always has been, an 
uneasy relationship between the two. Often the arbiter of that context is academia. The lofty debate about what 
classical music is, is often conducted in the dusty corridors of colleges and universities, where music is talked 
about and where many classical academics busily and actively pretend film music never happened and doesn’t 
exist. The problem, initially at least, was probably because some thought the inclusion of classical music in film 
somehow cheapened the music. Classical music was often used to create what now might be considered to be 
cheap melodrama in films. Some classical composers, perhaps understandably, resented the artistic exploitation 
of classical music and the different context in which it was now being experienced.  
 
But none of this explains the continued reluctance to accept the legitimacy of commissioned film music, which 
still goes on today, because of the twin characteristics of its commerciality and its functionality. Commercialism 
is considered at odds with artistic merit and endeavour and the idea of music being written to perform a 
narrative task (and thus being overtly ‘functional’) rather than simply for its own sake, is considered by some to 
question its legitimacy. The real world, however, is often a different place to academia. Many film composers 
were and still are composers of their own repertoire of concert works. James Horner, Jerry Goldsmith, John 
Williams and many others compose their own concert works. This doesn’t seem to cut any ice with many in the 
classical world, who are, it would seem, sometimes trying to protect and safeguard the classical canon at all 
costs. They have an uncanny ability to see into the past, but are often afraid of the future.  

Chapter 10 
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If you look at concert programmes up and down the United Kingdom you will be hard pressed to find a film 
composer’s original concert works being performed. Even the likes of Nyman and Glass are frowned upon by 
many. Under discussion in this chapter is how classical music used as film music works firstly as music, e.g. 
how it communicates, and secondly, how it enhances the film. What characteristics of classical music are 
employed in film, and why and how do they work? Does existing classical music work in film simply because 
people recognise it or because it works well irrespective of whether it is recognised or not? Does it work 
because of the power of association or simply because it sounds good with the movie? If the power of classical 
music is purely associative then its effect could be considered to be similar to that of popular song, where the 
context of the original piece cannot be disassociated from its use in film; indeed the main rationale for using 
songs in film at all is that they carry with them the baggage of an original context which happens to be helpful to 
the movie.  
 
For most people, the only time they will hear an orchestra is at the movies. Similarly in most cases the majority 
of people who hear elements of the classical repertoire in movies are largely unaware that it isn’t, at least 
originally, film music at all. The vast majority of people who watched 2001: A Space Odyssey were blissfully 
unaware that the climactic and powerful music they heard for the iconic opening was a segment of Richard 
Strauss’s ‘Also Spracht Zarathustra’. The movie reignited interest in the work and had Strauss been around to 
enjoy it he would have been the beneficiary of significant royalties. When classical music is used in films it 
frequently originates as part of the director’s vision, heard through his/her temp track (the tracks directors use as 
references whilst making the movie). Because of this relationship between classical music and the temp track, it 
would be helpful to first discuss the context of the temp track and how it is employed by film makers. 
 
Temp tracks  
 
Are ‘temp tracks’ a welcome addition to the evolution and identity of a film score, or are they the anti-Christ of 
original, creative composing? It’s very easy to criticise the use of temp tracks and the way composers are forced 
down ever-more commodified and formulaic routes by directors hell-bent on creating a sure-fire musical 
success through the appropriation of existing music; proven music. But one only has to look as far as such films 
as 2001: A Space Odyssey, The Exorcist, Platoon and Alien for proof that, if done well, classical source music 
which may well have temped the film originally, can play well. 2001 made spectacular use of its temp music; 
the music ended up in the film at the expense of Alex North’s score. 2001 is as famous for its eclectic 
soundtrack as it is for the ground-breaking film which the music accompanied. The film is partly renowned for 
its low word count in the script. Much of the dialogue is mundane, deliberately so from the point of view of the 
director. Kubrick wanted this film to be driven principally by story, pictures and music; less so by mere words.  
Kubrick’s temp track was used when Alex North’s score was harshly dismissed. The temp music used has 
become part of the culture of the film although none of it actually was film music; ironically in order to capture 
a sound to accompany the future Kubrick turned instead to the past and the likes of Khachaturian, Ligeti, 
Richard Strauss and Johann Strauss. Kubrick’s choices of classical music had been ‘guide pieces’ during the 
film’s production process, and as is so often the case, the director became irretrievably attached to his source 
music. In an act of virtually unparalleled insensitivity, Kubrick did not even tell Alex North his score wasn’t 
being used in the film; North did not know of the abandonment of his music until after he saw the film’s 
premiere screening. In an interview with Michel Ciment, Kubrick explained by saying “However good our best 
film composers may be, they are not a Beethoven a Mozart or a Brahms. Why use music which is less good 
when there is such a multitude of great orchestral music available from the past and from our own time? When 
you are editing a film, it’s very helpful to be able to try out different pieces of music to see how they work with 
the scene...Well, with a little more care and thought these temporary tracks can become the final score.” North, 
reportedly devastated, said this: “Well, what can I say? It was a great, frustrating experience, and despite the 
mixed reaction to the music, I think the Victorian approach with mid-European overtones was just not in 
keeping with the brilliant concept of Clarke and Kubrick.”  
 
One point that Kubrick made - “However good our best film composers may be, they are not a Beethoven a 
Mozart or a Brahms.” – is a little worrying. Many classical composers were, and are still, viewed as intellectual 
celebrities; people whose work was often seen as unparalleled genius. But referring to composers as geniuses 
doesn’t get us anywhere. It doesn’t address how the music was conceived or created. It draws a convenient veil 
over the whole process, dips it in blind reverence and then smothers it in adulation, adoration and exaltation. In 
the last two volumes of How Film & TV Music Communicates we examined very carefully the construct of film 
music and the mechanics of how harmony and orchestration conspire to deliver music so powerful that it seems 
to defy explanation. The point is that it only seems that way. A majority of music history books faithfully 
reproduce a familiar narrative of reverence, astonishment and worship in their discussions about classical music.  
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So when Kubrick implies that no matter how good film score writers become they will never compare to the 
great classical composers, he is profoundly wrong. In The Art of Film Music George Burt writes that North’s 
score for 2001 is outstanding and Kubrick’s decision to abandon it was ‘most unfortunate’. Jerry Goldsmith re-
recorded Alex North’s original score many years later and in his notes for the album Kevin Mulhall states that 
“there is no doubt that 2001 would have been better if Kubrick had used North’s music” and that “the eclectic 
group of classical composers employed by the director resulted in a disturbing mélange of sounds and styles 
overall.” Trying to fathom which score served the movie more convincingly is in many ways a pointless 
discussion. It is perhaps more fitting to discuss the differences between them rather than ‘which is best’. The 
main difference between North’s score and Kubrick’s eventual soundtrack is that North’s score contained cues 
designed, understandably, to specifically work to accompany scenes in the film and the overall narrative of the 
film, whereas the final soundtrack (excepting the obviously suitable drama of ‘Also Spracht Zarathustra’ which 
works brilliantly well) almost exists outside the film, running parallel to the film as a simultaneous but separate 
artistic statement. So arguably what Kubrick really ‘bought into’ in choosing the ‘disturbing mélange of sounds 
and styles’, was the idea that the music’s function would change. The music was to be heard as ‘music’, not as 
film music. This is the only explanation that can square the circle of why, having employed one of the best 
composers in Hollywood, you would then instead choose a selection of source music, some of which seems not 
to always ‘fit’. Alex North wrote music to accompany the film, and this, apparently, was his biggest mistake. He 
wrote music to encapsulate and embrace the narrative whereas what Kubrick went for in the end was a parallel, 
but not exact, group of musical statements which, although often not always working with the pictures, provokes 
reactions within the viewer which create a heightened sense of emotional awareness. 
 
In a forensically accurate critique Roger Ebert said: “When classical music is associated with popular 
entertainment, the result is usually to trivialize it (who can listen to the William Tell Overture without thinking 
of the Lone Ranger?).” before going on to say, “Kubrick’s film is almost unique in enhancing the music by its 
association with his images.” This is true. Few outside the classical music world know of Richard Strauss’ ‘Also 
Sprach Zarathustra’. Post-2001, almost everybody could recognise it, even if most simply knew it as ‘the music 
from 2001’. 2001 is a movie which has comparatively little dialogue in context of the length of the film. By 
definition and from a purely ‘sound’ perspective the vacuum created by the absence of dialogue is filled either 
purely with sound effects and picture, music and picture, or silence and picture. From very early on in 
production, Kubrick decided that he wanted the film to be a ‘primarily non-verbal experience’, one that did not 
rely on the traditional techniques of cinema, and one in which music would play a vital role in evoking 
particular moods, rather than accompanying the film in a traditional sense. The key is to understand that when 
he said he didn’t want to rely on ‘traditional techniques of cinema’, he meant, whether he knew it or not, music 
too. Indeed even Kubrick might not have realised that the reason his temp track appeared to work with the 
movie better than North’s commissioned score was essentially because North was writing film music, whereas 
what Kubrick experienced with his own selection wasn’t ‘music for film’, but music which created an intense, 
almost primordial emotional reaction, often by juxtaposing the images, therein creating real off-screen tension.  
The famous ‘dawn of man’ sequence, 00.04.43 into 2001 had a piece written by Alex North which was primeval 
and exciting. It worked well with the scene, encapsulating the desolation and isolation of the scene; you can hear 
the track if you get hold of the original Alex North score. However, what Kubrick went with in the end wasn’t a 
different piece of music, but silence; no music at all. This also works extremely well in the movie but the point I 
make is that Alex North’s problem wasn’t that he wrote ‘the wrong music’ but that he understandably presumed 
Kubrick wanted ‘music’ and therefore was concerned with what the function of the music would be in the film; 
Kubrick’s vision of the function of music turned out to be ‘no music’, which I suppose technically is still a 
function because music is conspicuous by its absence.          
 
In a similar experience to that of Alex North, Lalo Shiffrin’s score for The Exorcist was dismissed by an equally 
petulant but brilliant film-maker, William Freidkin, in favour of a temp track made up partly of abstract 20th 
century music. The original score was literally thrown out by director William Friedkin, who infamously called 
it “fucking Mexican marimba music”. In an interview with Miguel Ordonez in ‘Score Magazine’ Shiffrin was 
asked why his score was rejected. He said this: “The truth is that it was one of the most unpleasant experiences 
of my life….what happened is that the director, William Friedkin, hired me to write the music for the trailer. Six 
minutes were recorded for the Warner’s edition of the trailer. The people who saw the trailer reacted against the 
film, because the scenes were heavy and frightening… most of them went to the toilet to vomit. The trailer was 
terrific, but the mix of those frightening scenes and my music, which was also a very difficult and heavy score, 
scared the audiences away. So, the Warner Brothers executives told Friedkin to tell me that I must write a less 
dramatic and softer score. I could easily and perfectly do what they wanted but Friedkin didn’t tell me what they 
said. I’m sure he did it deliberately. In the past we had an incident, and I think he wanted vengeance. This is my 
theory.”  
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He went on, “my attorney recommended me not to talk about it, but I think this is a good time. This is the first 
to reveal the truth. Finally, I wrote the music for the film in the same vein as that of the trailer. In fact, when I 
wrote the trailer I was in the studio with Friedkin and he congratulated me for it. So, I thought I was in the right 
way... but the truth was very different.” Freidkin undoubtedly treated Shiffrin badly. Also, if you listen to a 
small selection of Shiffrin’s original music for The Exorcist it is every bit as exciting and disturbing as the 
music used in the film. That said, The Exorcist is a film that communicates brilliantly to its audience, at least 
partly because of its music. Pieces used, such as Penderecki’s ‘Kanon for Orchestra and Tape’ and 
‘Polymorphia’ and George Crumb’s ‘Night of the Electric Insects’ create some interesting and challenging 
listening experiences. In addition to ‘the weird stuff’ the scene in an early part of the film (00.16.30) which 
shows an apparently carefree and unworried Chris MacNeal walking back to her house through the leafy autumn 
streets of Georgetown is beautifully accompanied and contextualised by a short excerpt from Mike Oldfield’s 
‘Tubular Bells’. The music is not classic horror by any stretch of the imagination and its main benefit to the 
scene is in being both simultaneously unsettling and hypnotic but most of all by being emotionally contrary to 
the scene itself. The music describes a multitude of emotions and it is this - combined with our knowledge of 
what the film is about and what is going to happen – which creates the perfect context. This is yet another 
example of how music gels not just with the pictures or the narrative, but with what we know as viewers before 
we walk into the cinema. It is this relationship, this bond, which for the most part contextualizes the scene and 
determines to what degree the music works. When audiences watch A Nightmare on Elm Street and hear low 
octave Ds on basses and cellos, in their heads it is heard as contextually sinister, as if it were a Dm. The flavour 
of the sound we hear is a product of the context in which we hear it.    
 
Returning to the issue of temp tracks, it’s a sobering thought that when you criticise temp tracks you go up 
against some of the most iconic films ever made, iconic in part because of their music. Whilst there is nothing 
wrong with a director choosing source music and applying it to his or her film instead of a commissioned score, 
there seems to be something wrong with the idea of a director commissioning a composer to compose music as 
close as they can get to the style of someone else. Why not just get the ‘someone else’ to compose your score in 
the first place? In the year 2015 when this volume is being written, the current superstars of film music – and 
therefore the composers that new composers are told to emulate – are the likes of Thomas Newman and Hans 
Zimmer. If we carry on appropriating the work of others by providing pale imitations, we risk disappearing 
down the same plughole the mainstream record industry disappeared down; it became engorged and self-
absorbed. It became about stifling new music and instead encouraging sound-alikes. Obviously the evolution of 
music has always included elements of appropriation, but the real ‘V1’ moment happens when there is more 
emulation than innovation.     
 
As film makers, under pressure from financially burdened studio heads, grow ever desperate for guaranteed 
success, they encourage emulation more than innovation; more and more musical approaches that were once 
perhaps original and interesting have become copied, absorbed, appropriated and immersed to such an extent 
that they risk creating almost a type of ‘film music genre’ I alluded to earlier in this chapter. Film music was 
never supposed to be a genre. It was never supposed to be a style. Film music is at its best when it draws from 
all styles and genres. Granted there is a generic style of film music delivery and context, but the stylistic origins 
of the music itself have been fairly varied and eclectic in the past. These days’ directors increasingly employ the 
use of the ‘temp track’ to run both as a soundtrack during the editing stage and to show the composer 
structurally and architecturally where music is required, but they also function as an intense stylisation guide. 
They are in effect saying to the composer ‘we want you to write some film music, and we want it to sound like 
this’. A director might question this sentiment and defend their right to have what they want for their film. But 
the problem with this approach is that it leads to ever decreasing circles, artistically; it creates generic 
commodified film music and it completely snuffs out any imagination or conceptualisation by the composer and 
turns him or her into a ‘contextualiser’ of other people’s music. Some of the greatest movie music is created 
when the director simply trusts the composer and doesn’t try and pretend to be an expert in music. Stephen 
Spielberg initially thought John Williams was joking when he played him his famous two-note hook idea for 
Jaws. But Williams meant it. It’s hard to imagine what would have happened if Spielberg had simply handed 
Williams a stack of temp tracks and ordered him to emulate rather than innovate.  
 
Michael Tronick, a music editor, said, in an interview for the book ‘On the track’, “There is a disease [the temp 
track]…a director gets used to a temp track and it shackles the composer’s creativity.” But to see it from the 
other side, Director James Goldstone said “Sometimes I’ve been let down when the final music was put on the 
film because the temp track was so good.” By contrast Director Sam Raimi said “You’ve got to approach it 
through the composer’s original vision of the film, not through a temp track.”  
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Composer Jerry Goldsmith was extremely unhappy with Ridley Scott’s decision to use an excerpt from Howard 
Hanson’s Romantic Symphony in Eb for the end titles sequence to Alien. If, however, you take a non-partisan 
look at the music to Alien, the end titles sequence works extremely well with Hanson’s music; the delicate and 
subtle harmonic brushstroke’s of Hanson’s music distils the multitude of emotions including relief, sadness, 
happiness and anger, which pervade the end of the movie. Anyway, at least with Alien the music was principally 
the work of Goldsmith so changing one short part of the film (the final credits) to a piece which the director 
thinks distils the movie musically is perhaps no big deal. A scene in Platoon where bulldozers scoop bodies into 
mass graves came to symbolise and contextualise the mass-industrial scale slaughter of soldiers and civilians in 
Vietnam. It features the poignant and beautifully haunting ‘Adagio for Strings’ by Samuel Barber. This is one 
the reasons the scene is so iconic and entrancing. The unavoidable truth is that many examples where source 
music is used are excellent. There is therefore an uncomfortable dichotomy at the centre of the debate about 
temp music in that we’re complaining about something which, when it is used well, works well. So what we’re 
really complaining about isn’t the result; it’s the principal. It’s the fact that directors want to ignore 
commissioned music in favour of something they chose. It’s the apparent lack of belief or trust in the concept of 
new music. The point is; are we using temps to make a valid and artistic statement or are using them as a short, 
crude, lazy way to short-circuit the system and avoid the risk of a wholly original conceptualised score? We’re 
doing both. Most definitely temp tracks are more widely used nowadays because of technology – not because 
they’re a good idea per se, but because they’re cheap and quick. Technology allows directors to mock up entire 
film scores prior to a composer ever being involved. 
 
The polar opposite of the temp track would be directors who work with composers in new and exciting ways; 
M.Night Shayamalan works with James Newton Howard sometimes by showing him storyboards and 
explaining the concept of the movie, often before its shot. Howard then starts scoring so in essence he’s scoring 
the movie through a prism of an initial vision of its maker, added to by a new vision of the composer, 
uncluttered by moving pictures. Much though many might question whether this is ‘music to picture’ the idea of 
the composer being involved conceptually from the very start of the process rather than at the last minute, post 
temp track, is a comforting one. The problem with composers writing to the picture is that by definition it is the 
last part of the process. It is hurried and rushed and it is ripe for a panic situation whereby a director feels he/she 
needs the safety net of the temp track. At the bottom of all this is a basic reluctance on the part of directors to 
trust the composer. But this itself has to be understood in context; it’s not usually simply a naked lack of faith in 
the composer, it is a symptom of a director’s lack of musical training or ability to conceptualise music as they 
might be able to, for example, conceptualise lighting or costume or location or the angle of a shot. A director 
can communicate his or her wishes to a lighting director easily because they inhabit the same world, but in order 
to communicate with a composer the director essentially sends what amount to smoke signals in the form of 
temp tracks until the composer ‘gets it’ and understands the director’s musical vision.  
 
Perhaps one might say, cynically, that the existence of a temp track simply makes official the widespread 
practice composers have of copying one another. An ‘original’ film score is never truly and wholly original, just 
as any music is not. Or any book. Or any thought, if we are being honest. Although we allow temporary 
intellectual ownership of our ideas through copyright, ideas are always created in some way by incorporating or 
appropriating existing popular styles, approaches, methods, harmonic sequences and instrumentation, textures 
and technology. But to bring to a close this brief section on the use of ‘temp tracks’ a sobering contextualising 
fact to remember is that Danny Elfman’s legendary and much-appropriated style for the movie Edward 
Scissorhands ‘was purely Danny’ as Tim Burton put it. Elfman’s knowledge and understanding of music is 
undoubtedly the result of innumerable factors, not least of which is his absorption of the Ska styles of the 70s. 
There was no temp track for this film; there was no overt meddling. One of the defining scores of the 20th 
century, although undoubtedly influenced by many things, was the result of the composer and the orchestrator. 
There was no temp track. It was purely Danny. The one great thing you should get from a commissioned film 
score which is written independent of too much unwanted advice or the temptation of a temp track, whether you 
like it or not, is a degree of conceptualisation and originality.  
 
The list of composers, followed by the relevant work and finally the film(s) in which the work was used, is as 
follows: Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings (Platoon) Tomaso Albinoni Adagio in G minor (Gallipoli, 
Welcome to Sarajevo) Gabriel Faure Requiem ‘In Paradisum’ (28 Days Later / Endeavour) Claude Debussy, 
Claire De Lune (Ocean’s 11, The Game)  
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ALSO SPRACHT ZARATHUSTRA (RICHARD STRAUSS) 
2001: A Space Odyssey  

 
Also sprach Zarathustra is a tone poem by Richard Strauss, composed in 1896 and inspired by Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s philosophies. When we examine why the piece resonates with so many people, although we are 
drawn to its commercial usage being chiefly responsible for its contemporary popularity, we have to remember 
that prior to 2001: A Space Odyssey its popular exposure was minimal. Not many people knew the music before 
the film; therefore to most it didn’t communicate because they remembered it, it communicated because it 
worked as film music. The emotional underpinnings of the music itself are what make the music so suitable for 
the film. The piece starts down in the sonic depths of the orchestra, almost out of the range of human hearing. 
Then the trumpets enter in unison, playing a dramatic figure based on perfect intervals of root, 5th and octave. 
Copland’s Fanfare for the Common Man opens on a similar motif - G (5th), C (octave) and G (the 5th an octave 
higher).The effects are similar and have almost primordial qualities.  
 
Within this piece there is drama, fanfare, breadth, optimism, grandeur and so much power. The opening phrase 
is repeated three times, each time gaining in intensity, until it finally breaks free and arrives at a dramatic, 
climactic and majestic cadence in the key of C major. Apart from the Cm chord, it uses only the white keys on 
the piano; for the most part there is no chromaticism which makes the piece very open, accessible and resonant. 
Stanley Kubrick’s decision to use this as the opening music for 2001: A Space Odyssey underpinned his desire 
to elicit a primordial emotional response from viewers. He wants viewers / listeners to contemplate the vastness 
and possibilities of the universe and to bring forward the same questions that Nietzsche proposed in 1885 about 
God, about humankind and about our existence. Whether you ascribe to Nietzsche’s philosophies or not has no 
bearing on the fact that this music, composed so painstakingly by Richard Strauss, holds the power to 
profoundly move us. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Also Sprach Zarathustra (Richard Strauss) 
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If we delve deeper into why this piece is so filmic, why it is so special, we’re drawn to its characteristics in 
terms of texture, instrumentation, orchestration, instrumentation and melody. Essentially we’re distilling the 
sound we hear into its specific musical constituents. The music has been variously described as dramatic, 
intense, melodramatic, powerful, extreme, forceful, sensational and passionate – descriptions which could be 
distilled into a single word; emotional. But to examine one of those tributary words, music which is 
‘melodramatic’ sometimes doesn’t work in movies; it can overcook and overplay. If a scene already engenders a 
certain emotion, then in adding more of the same with music you risk aesthetically ‘bumping into yourself 
coming back the other way’. But when melodramatic music is set to an opening sequence with graphics rather 
than moving pictures and dialogue, it can work well because, along with the visual intro, it can pre-empt and 
foretell the drama and gravity of the movie in music, setting the audience up for the story.  
 
The simple move from C to Cm and subsequently Cm to C offers a distinct, sharp and quick out-of-key-centre 
harmonic exchange, one we’re not used to, at least at that speed of change. There are comparatively few pieces 
which indulge in such a disorienting chord change. In this particular piece listeners have no chance to 
acclimatise and react until the manouvre is over, so the sound of these quick-fire changes creates more of a 
disorientating emotional effect than a musical experience. This creates a sense of drama and excitement within 
listeners. Also worth remembering is the simple but often overlooked fact that it is precisely the imperfections 
of human performance that sometimes give music its nervous energy and its distinct and specific edge - its 
flavour - creating feelings of drama and unease. This is one thing that truly talented composers can exploit for 
artistic reasons; they can use an orchestra’s natural imperfections as part of the drama. In context of this piece 
specifically 80 musicians are never going to hit the last semiquaver (of bar six, ten and fourteen) and the 
subsequent semibreve (in bars seven, eleven and fifteen) exactly simultaneously. The hardly noticeable but 
slightly scrappy characteristics give it a mild, almost imperceptible feel of panic.  
 
If we were to painstakingly reconstruct the piece using samples in Midi, as some have done, we would begin to 
see that the reason the piece sounds better ‘played’ by real musicians isn’t just because the instrumental textures 
are real, but also because of the human imperfections of so many musicians interpreting an incredibly specific 
rhythmic phrase simultaneously. Other seemingly innocuous things also come into play too: 1st and 2nd trumpets 
stay on the C note during the aforementioned semiquaver-to-semibreve exchange. The common belief of 
listeners is that there is a tiny dead stop in the sound prior to the semiquaver note at the end of the bar, but the 
continuation of the drone-like C note on two trumpets and the pedal C note on Organ helps subtly distort the 
sound; two trumpets will never play exact unison; the slight imperfection in the dual sound is actually one of 
unison’s most endearing characteristics. This is also why unison works better with live musicians than sampled 
ones, unless of course you’re listening to a sample of two different human beings playing the same note.  
 
In addition, there is an initial perception that the Timpani notes (in bars eight and twelve) are ‘straight’ quavers; 
but when you listen to how many notes are played before the next trumpet phrase you realise there are too many 
so presume that more notes are squashed into the same space, which is kind of what happens, because the 
timpani notes are actually quaver triplets. There is nothing to acclimatise us to the quaver triplets; no aural road 
signs. This tiny issue is typical of how music which denies our expectations in the smallest of ways can be so 
subtly effective; the success of music and in particular our emotional engagement with it, is largely down to how 
our perceptions are either confirmed or confounded. This timpani phrase is, at least for a moment, 
unfathomable. Musicians and non-musicians alike benefit from the same experience equally.  
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CLAIR DE LUNE (DEBUSSY) 
Ocean’s 11 

 
Danny Ocean combines an eleven-member team to rob three casinos; the Bellagio, the Mirage and the MGM 
Grand, all owned by Terry Benedict. At the end of the film when Benedict is facing losing his money, Danny 
asks whether he would give up his partner Tess – an old flame of Danny’s - in order to get his money back. He 
replies, ‘Yes.’ The room is bugged, Tess hears the remarks and leaves the hotel, but not before she tells Terry, 
“You of all people should know, Terry….in your hotel, someone is always watching.”  
 
At this point a piano rendition of ‘Clair De Lune’ begins. After a few bars and immediately following a black 
screen, the orchestra enters as we see Danny Ocean’s team walking out of the shadows. Meanwhile Danny is 
picked up for parole violation. In the final scene the remaining team of ten watch the fountains in front of the 
Bellagio. Then, one by one, they each walk away. If we look and listen to ‘Clair De Lune’ there are many aural 
and visual clues as to why this music works so well, but before we look at these, lets return to concepts we 
discussed earlier; the idea that the reason this might work so well is precisely because it is detached from the 
film. A film score composer, given the images and the context of the move, is highly unlikely to come up with 
anything as overtly serene as this. But whereas few people knew of or had heard of ‘Also Sprach Zarathustra’ 
prior to 2001, it’s likely that slightly more people (but still a minority) had heard ‘Claire De Lune’ prior to 
Ocean’s 11, so we’re still talking about the music ‘working’ because of the emotion it creates, not just because 
of the power of association. We’re talking about a piece working because it’s so unlike anything a film 
composer would come up with; therefore it lacks the predictability and formula we are used to.  

 

Fig.2 

The manouvre between the chords of C and F is 
interesting (left, fig 2). There is no attempt in most 
of the voicings to mitigate the chord change which 
goes up a 4th; usually if you were voicing a chord 
of C followed by a chord of F, you may re-voice 
the internal voicings to make the manouvre 
smoother and less parallel (as an example, looking 
at the top stave of woodwinds, the semiquaver E, 
C and G at the end of bar two might resolve to an 
F, C and A). 
 
In bars two and three of fig.2 the oboes and 
clarinets jump by a 4th as do trumpets 3 and 4. 
Horns and strings also jump by a 4th. This quite 
severe and parallel voicing accentuates and 
exaggerates the chord change.  
 
Towards the end of the section (fig.1, bars fifteen-
seventeen) there is a delightful chord change from 
F to Fm6 with the C note (5th of the F chord) rising 
to the D note (maj6th of the Fm6 chord) at the 
same time the maj3rd of the F chord (the A) lowers 
to the min3rd (the Ab). 
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This in turn suggests that film music may have become a ‘style’ or a ‘type’ of music whose character is in 
danger of becoming homogenised to the point of becoming predictable (something we discussed earlier). Maybe 
in order to engage audiences and get them to experience something beautiful rather than something they 
expected is sometimes what’s required. Maybe in order to engage people you have to significantly remove 
yourself from the pictures and the narrative and instead try to distil purely the emotion. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Clair De Lune (Claude Debussy) 
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Sometimes music communicates on a deeper level if the manner of its structure and construction is slightly less 
obvious. Sometimes structure can be a binding and limiting concept; sometimes if there are tiny, almost 
imperceptible devices which make the piece phase in and out of structural consonance, it can engage the listener 
more and draw them in as they try and fathom and rationalise what they’re listening to. In this piece 
occasionally there is no exact feeling of time or pulse. I refer to the way in which the piece seems to speed up 
and slow down; this is not due to many actual ralls or accelerandos but is to do with how the phrases are placed 
into the body of the time signature, which determines how they ‘feel’. The very first phrase begins after a quaver 
rest but as listeners we don’t hear the initial silence as music and so presume that the first thing we hear is on the 
first beat. The fact that it isn’t is one of the things that makes the piece seem to glide in and out of time. Similar 
to how contrary motion is often described as being, harmonically, how a piece breathes in and out, so subtle 
alterations in how we perceive a sense of time and pulse could also be described as how a piece gains a sense of 
organic, pliable (and not robotic) forward momentum. Also we have the tuplets which appear regularly, having 
the effect of slowing the piece down. We hear combinations of quaver triplets and tuplets which are effective in 
dislodging the sense of pulse we automatically try to impose on what we hear. We also have the architecture and 
consistency of the downward lines of the violas (bars two-seven) which helps to give the piece a sense of 
effortless inevitability. Perhaps one of the most emotionally striking sections is from bar fifteen (featured again 
separately below). This section has some real harmonic colour, thanks to the 9th chords being vertically 
bookended by the 2nd/9th (F note) played by violins and cellos. Within the five-part voicing of the Ebm9 there 
are three F notes, creating a disproportionate emphasis on the 2nd/9th, especially italicising the one on cellos, 
right next to the m3rd (Gb) in violas. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
This ‘close’ harmonic device of vertically bookending the chord with the colour of the extension (i.e. placing the 
2nd/9th of the m9 chord at either end of the harmony) has been used regularly in popular music. Ray Charles, 
George Shearing and Stevie Wonder are just three popular pianists who use the device in order to create striking 
harmonic colour. Coming finally to the famous Debussy ‘three chord trick’ which he uses in ‘Clair De Lune’, 
it’s interesting to look firstly at the following bass line. 

Fig.4 
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Or we could place the chords of Db, Fm and Ab over the bass notes. Or Db, F and Abm. Maybe we could invert 
one of the notes, making it a 3rd or 5th of whatever chord we use. What we would be unlikely to do is to 
reinterpret one of the bass notes enharmonically, as Debussy did.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
But why does this chord manouvre contain such harmonic colour and emotion? The way it effortlessly strays 
outside its key centre and crosses the enharmonic boundary into a different key centre is certainly the main 
reason, as already stated; but the other reason is that although the last bass note is comprehensively 
reinterpreted, making it have a different intervallic context, the context we expected (the note ‘as an Ab’) still 
lingers. In other words, there are almost two realities in play; one in which we hear the bass notes as Db, F and 
Ab and the other in which we recognise the Ab as sounding simultaneously the same but different (as a G# with 
an E chord placed over it). Add to this the beauty of contrary motion, heard as the Fm chord goes downward to 
the E whereas the actual bass note goes up from F to G# and the interval the bass note occupies goes from being 
the root of the Fm upward to the maj3rdof the E. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Below is the same three-chord trick in use in ‘Clair De Lune’ (boxed, bar three/four, fig.8). While we’re on this 
section it’s worth looking at the preceding two bars (bar one and two, fig.8) leading up the red-boxed section. 
These two bars feature delightfully endearing and romantic harmonies and lines which deliver us perfectly into 
the hands of bar three. The blue lines beside the violins and violas denotes the same sound but different contexts 
of the Ab/G#. She same sound is contextualised as 5th, maj3rd, 4th and 1st. The real colour is created by the 
physically downward cello line, the physically static but intervallically different Ab/G# lines on violin and viola 
and in particular by the two chords in the middle of the four-chord phrase; the two chords really italicise the 
enharmonic differences inherent in the Ab/G# dynamic. The first chord of the four-chord phrase is ‘normal’ 
with the Ab used as a 5th and a 1st, whereas the middle two the same sound is used as maj3 (G#) and a 4th (Ab). 
The major3 usage is odd only because of the enharmonic shift and the subsequent note is slightly odd due to the 
colourful 4th interval.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we were to place chords above the notes in fig.5 what 
chords would they be? Maybe we would just use one chord 
over which every note of the bass line would fit (i.e. Db). 
 

If we reinterpret the last note as G# (same sound, different 
name, different context) this opens up a whole new key centre 
in terms of possibilities and choices. If we contextualise the G# 
as an inverted bass note of the E chord, the relationship 
between the chords of Fm and E is less stark and chromatic 
and instead has a real sense of colour.  Db            Fm          E/G# 

 

The ‘normal’ harmonic reality which lingers 
The ‘new’ harmonic reality which goes 
outside the key centre 

Chord:    Db          Fm           E  
G#  

Fig.5 

Fig.6 

Fig.7 

Fig.8 

5 

maj3 
4 
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5 
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FAURE’S REQUIEM, GABRIEL FAURE   
‘28 Days Later’ and ‘Endeavour’  
 
Twenty-eight days after Jim was knocked off his bike and injured in a car accident he wakes up from his coma 
to find the world has changed. London is deserted, cars are abandoned; litter is everywhere. A virus called 
‘Rage’ has been unleashed on the world, turning the population into psychopaths driven only to kill. Danny 
Boyle’s movie takes elements familiar from zombie movies and sci-fi but transports them to a contemporary 
narrative. Boyle describes it as “kind of flirting with the zombie genre”. His selection of music for the film is 
effective and eclectic and in many ways is one of the defining creative elements of the movie. Much of it is 
written by John Murphy (we examined perhaps the most famous original track ‘In the House’ in a previous 
volume of How Film & TV Music Communicate).  
 
For a scene which sees Jim and a small group of fellow survivors driving north in a black taxi cab Boyle uses a 
section of Gabriel Faure’s Requiem (‘In Paradisum’ or ‘into paradise’). There are some particularly evocative 
harmonies which work well in a moving image context, summoning up a mixture of melancholic, plaintive 
sorrow but also warm, emotional feelings, which work effectively with the scene and the underlying narrative. 
There is despair but there is also hope. Before looking at the section it’s worth examining Faure’s approach, 
because the harmonies were typical of someone who helped establish a distinctive French style which carved a 
path along which the development of the Impressionist style of Debussy and Ravel travelled. Like the 
impressionists who followed Faure and the film score composers who followed them, implicit in his music are 
the very subtle but meticulous colour created by his use of harmony. 
 
Audio – In Paradisum - Film - 00.57.29 
 
 
 
 
11111 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.9 

*  *  *  *  *  *  

*  *  

*  

*  *  
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As we have discussed elsewhere, normally music communicates a sense of meaning in quite definite harmonic 
ways; it is designed and used to create a reaction within listeners. Chords and melodies form together to deliver 
something which our senses usually convert into a particular feeling or mood or ‘meaning’. A large part of our 
ability to listen and interpret and ultimately enjoy, involves categorising, comparing and classifying the things 
we encounter. If everything we ever listened to was listened to without any referencing every experience would 
be completely new. Part of our cognitive ability involves the ability to store and retrieve; often without even 
realising we’re doing it. We classify and categorise so that when we hear music we can map it against what we 
already know. This is one of the main reasons we respond so predictably to music; because most of what we 
listen to is sufficiently like the rest of what we listen to for it not to be too much of a taxing experience. There 
are subtle differences in harmony and melody and these are what interest us. So a combination of familiarity and 
surprise guide us.   
 
This is why particular chords often garner predictable and formulaic reactions; we recognise them and we 
respond. Emotional characteristics do not literally reside within a chord. How could they? Notes and chords 
have no inbuilt emotion; their emotional characteristics are a product of us; they reside within us; within our 
emotional and aural cognitive reactions to certain notes and certain sequences. In terms of harmony, if a specific 
chord type is perceived to create a specific feeling, this is something the listener creates within him/herself. The 
fact that people respond in similar, uniform ways to music is a product of the similarities of our reactions.  
 
If a tree falls and no one is there to Tweet about it, does it still happen? 
 
The famous quote “if a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?” is a 
philosophical thought that raises questions regarding observation and knowledge of reality. To apply this to 
music is probably not a great idea, but let’s do it anyway: if someone is affected emotionally by something they 
are intellectually unaware of, it still happens. A vast majority of people do not understand how or why they are 
affected by music in the way they are; but they still are. They do not neccasarily need to understand it musically 
or intellectually in order to benefit from it. This is part of music’s great charm; with most arts or sciences people 
have enough of a grasp to understand what they encounter, precisely because they are beneficiaries of seeing 
and hearing. With music they are profoundly affected emotionally by something they cannot see, don’t fully 
understand and can only hear. That said, the more you know music, the more you will understand it, and 
knowing how and why you’re responding in a certain way is part of the pleasure of enjoyment.  
 
The fact that specific chords can garner similar feelings within most listeners is a credit to the exactness and 
specificity of the harmonic shapes and the uniformity and consistency with which it is interpreted by most 
people. People behave in predictable ways. If a student walks into a lecture theatre twenty minutes late, most 
people will turn to look, especially me; can’t help it. People react in formulaic ways, so it is perhaps no surprise 
that we react in similar ways when presented with specific visual stimuli and specific harmonic design. With 
this in mind, there are several characteristics of Faure’s piece which create a sense of them having 
‘communicated’ specific emotion and mood; one of which is its use of subtly indistinct harmonies which 
succeed in shaving the edges off the certainty which characterises and pervades most harmony we listen to. This 
is of course one of the central hallmarks of impressionism; that it shaves the certainty from our reality and 
makes us question what we hear. You may wonder how we could call ‘subtle indistinctness’ an identifiable 
style, but of course given that most of the harmony we’re confronted with is quite specific, the blurring of 
harmonic colour is, ironically, something which has a kind of specificity; it is rare, it is odd. It has an identity 
borne out of its unconformity. People react to something they don’t recognise.  
 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  
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The indistinctness I refer to happens in every odd-numbered bar from bar five (of fig.9) where we see the chord 
of Dsus2/sus4. The sus2 replaces the 3rd of a chord, leaving it with neither a major or minor flavour. This 
harmonic device is usually supported by the 5th of the chord, which offers stability. If the 5th itself is replaced by 
the sus4 this creates an unusual and indistinct feel. The dual suspensions blur our senses, aurally, of what is right 
or wrong, left of right, up or down. One might wonder why the harmonic groupings (in bars five, seven, nine, 
eleven and thirteen) weren’t simply referred to as an Em7: the addition of the A note within the semiquavers and 
the ascending bass line (D, B, A) effectively prevent the chord being referred to and, more importantly, heard as 
an Em7. Similarly we might wonder why it wasn’t referred to as an A7sus4, but the ascending bass line (D, B, 
A) ‘sound’ as if they function as root, 6th and 5th of a D chord. Clearly the chord is gently and subtly indicative 
of more than one chord.   
 
A harmonic grouping such as the one we’re discussing, because of its dual-sus characteristics, could 
theoretically be called any of the three chord names we’ve suggested. But as we have discussed elsewhere, a 
chord symbol isn’t just a name we give to a group of notes; it is not merely a means of visual identification, 
description and classification; it describes the way something sounds and therefore ‘feels’. The reason this chord 
sounds a little blurred is because it can be theoretically and aurally rationalised as any one of the three chord 
possibilities. Even if most listeners are clueless as to what these possibilities are or that they exist at all, this 
doesn’t change the fact that they do exist and that listeners are affected, irrespective of their ability to know. We 
do not have to understand or even be aware of everything that affects us to appreciate it. Indeed, as I alluded to 
earlier, one of the most magical things about music is that for most people it communicates without being 
understood. TS Elliot said ‘great art communicates before it is understood’. Perhaps we could take that one stage 
further and suggest that music communicates so wonderfully because it isn’t understood; thus, communication 
doesn’t require comprehension. The three possible chord symbols I mentioned earlier act as both proof and 
explanation of the three subtly different aural characters and colours this chord creates within the listener. The 
dominating chordal flavour and harmonic centre of gravity is probably ultimately determined by the intervals in 
the melodic line in bar three (of fig.9);  the richness of vocal texture and the pivotal and descriptive maj 3rd 
interval lends the melody line in bar three a real palpable sense of emotion. Also the arpegiated organ line has an 
almost mesmerising and transfixing quality. The colour of the maj3rd element of the choir melody (bar three, fig 
9) is consolidated by the organ line and the regularity with which it lands on the high, exposed F# notes*. 
Equally the ‘suss-ness’ of the indistinct chords is highlighted by the precise semiquaver line which is played (A, 
D, G, bars five, seven, nine, eleven and thirteen of fig.9); the horizontal 4th interval between the semiquavers in 
the line italicise the squareness of the chord.  
 
There is also a curious indistinctness to the timing and pace of the piece overall; the lilting up-and-down 
semiquaver movement initially sounds like it would be more comfortable with the first two groups of 
semiquavers simply repeating within a 4/4 context (fig 10).  
 
 
 
 
 
In fact the actual groupings, shown below (fig.11), exude a slight unevenness which is caused principally by the 
upward direction of the last group of notes in each bar being virtually repeated in the subsequent bar, resulting 
in a break in the regularity of the contours.     
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
To underscore the importance of the last point I made, take a look at the contour lines above each bar in fig.11 
and then take a look at them below, ‘joined up’. They look at feel as if there is an inexorable upward feel, which 
is what stops each of the bars above actually sounding repetitive.  
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.10 

Fig.11 
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It’s doubtful whether a film score composer would have come up with anything as romantic, calming and serene 
as this for a scene such as the ones it was used for; this simply isn’t the ‘kind’ of thing a film composer would 
think of because he/she wouldn’t perhaps always be detached enough from the film to allow themselves to think 
purely in terms of emotion. This once again raises the issue that sometimes (nearly always when directors have 
placed music in a film which wasn’t written for the film) we can end up with a scene that communicates 
profoundly. Often it communicates precisely because it is different or detached or slightly at odds with the 
pictures. Obviously film score composers possess the ability to think radically and outside the box if allowed to 
do so, but whether they would replicate the kind of ultimate detachment Faure had (having not been around 
when the film was made) is doubtful. If a film composer is writing music for a film it would be counter-intuitive 
to ignore the movie, as Faure was able to do.     
 
The music was also used in the pilot episode of the television drama Endeavour, which tells the back-story to 
the iconic Inspector Morse series, showing the detective as a young man beginning his careers with the police. 
A scene about three and a half minutes in shows Endeavour Morse on a bus with a group of other young officers 
drafted in to help with an enquiry into the disappearance into a young girl. We know this because one of 
Morse’s colleagues reads an article out loud about the missing girl and the drafting in of extra police, stating 
“well that’s us, that is.” A previous scene shows Morse writing a letter of resignation; evidently he has decided 
to leave the police service. This is important because it brings context to the scene on the bus, explaining why 
Morse is deep in thought. At one point a colleague asks Morse a question, only for Morse to be in a world of his 
own, staring out of the window as the bus enters Oxford. This is when we hear the Faure piece and it is so 
effective in articulating the scene and the context. It is interesting because we rely on pictures and words to 
describe the surface level context (Morse writing the letter of resignation and the colleague offering viewers the 
context of the enquiry by reading aloud from a newspaper article) but in order to articulate Morse’s state of 
mind as he stares out of the window, words fail us; it is music we turn to in order to articulate the scene – 
something that communicates in a much subtler and less obvious way than words and pictures. As we have 
stated before in these books, one of music’s great powers is precisely the fact that it doesn’t communicate with 
the same accuracy and precision as words and pictures. The meaning it creates within us is more blurred, 
clouded and indistinct than words and pictures, which usually require little interpretative power. As alluded to 
earlier, because most people cannot visualize music and do not know the terms which describe the colours that 
harmony offers, they are effected by something which stimulates them, but not in the same unequivocal ‘known’ 
way that pictures and words achieve. Being ‘moved’ by something we don’t understand but which creates 
emotion, is a strange sensation because we lose our sense of control over what we are experiencing.  
 
Is there anything common to the scene in Endeavour and the scene we talked about before, from 28 Days Later, 
apart from the music? Yes, there is; a feeling of movement, of evolution, of momentum. The pictures of the taxi 
moving in 28 Days Later and Morse staring out onto Oxford in Endeavour as the bus moves both offer a 
potentially slightly entrancing and mesmerising feel. Add Faure’s Requiem to the mix and the potential becomes 
a reality. Music does its job; it joins the dots.   
 
 
 
 

ADAGIO FOR STRINGS (SAMUEL BARBER) 
Platoon, Sicko, The Elephant Man, Band of Brothers, Amelie and many more  
 
Adagio for Strings has been immersed into our musical culture thanks to the sheer number of films and 
television series it has appeared in, perhaps notably Platoon directed by Oliver Stone. Platoon is an anti-war 
film (not an anti-soldier film or an anti-American film, as some have suggested). The director does not point the 
finger; he sees all his characters as victims of war rather than heroes or villains. Platoon is a film that 
emphasizes the pain, horror, and human costs of armed conflict. While some films have criticized armed 
conflicts in a general sense, others sometimes focus on acts within a specific war, such as the use of poison gas 
or the genocidal killing of civilians (e.g., Hotel Rwanda, 2004). In Platoon Chris Taylor is a young, naive 
American who gives up college and volunteers for combat in Vietnam. He is torn between two sergeants. Barnes 
is the battle hardened brutal murderer who uses the war as an excuse for his sadism. Elias is the other side of the 
spectrum. He has compassion for his fellow man. A line is drawn between two sergeants when an illegal killing 
occurs during a village raid. As the war continues, Chris himself heads toward psychological meltdown. Oliver 
Stone perfectly captures the inherent absurdity of war; the filming is frantic, seeming to document rather than 
fictionalise; it disorientates us, just as the soldiers were.  
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Often we have no idea who is being shot at, and neither do they. We follow the war at ground level and see the 
brutalities first hand. Stone served in Vietnam and the film is very loosely based on his time there. One piece 
which has come to symbolise the film and indeed the sentiments within the film, is Adagio for Strings, by 
Samuel Barber. This piece was known before Platoon but the film created new interest from a new generation, 
so much so that this piece, along with some other notable pieces (theme from Harry’s Game by Clannad, 
analysed in vol.1) have found themselves immortalised and reborn in the dance music genre.  
 
Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings is used in several scenes in the movie. It provides a deep, reflective and 
emotional mood for the scenes and the poignant subtext of the movie. It has been described ‘effortless and 
sublime’ and ‘exquisite and tragic’. Over and above the soft textures of the string section, there are many other 
subtle factors which are pivotal in determining the communicative qualities of this piece.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig, 12 

Sweet Anticipation: revealing the intervallic ‘colour’ of the 
harmony subsequent to an initial single note is a well-worn 
device to create a sense of anticipation.  
 
When we hear the initial Bb note it lacks the usual harmonic 
surroundings that give it its crucial intervallic context and aural 
colour. The lack of intervallic context and the lack of a melodic 
line that would create its own harmonic context, leave us with no 
information, except perhaps the unconscious assumption that the 
note is the root of a chord.   
 
When we hear the eventual chord (the Ebm7), this ‘release’ 
creates a heightened sense of awareness in the listener. 
Something as simple as a two-beat rest which leaves us 
pondering - can be an effective compositional tool. 
  
 

Fig, 13 
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If we look now at the melody line, we can see that the line has a curious ‘three feel’ within the 4/4 structure, 
which crosses the bar-line. This slightly and subtly disturbs the feeling of timing. Also, the melody line (below) 
which has been variously described as hypnotic and transfixing, hits the romantic maj3rd ‘descriptive’ interval 
regularly.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another aspect – this time barely perceptible – is that the first 
stated chord is only one note away from being a different 
chord; the entire top four staves of the Ebm7 chord in bar one 
constitute an inverted chord of Gb (boxed). Because the low 
Eb is nearly two octaves lower than the viola part, we almost 
hear the Eb as being separate from the ‘main body’ of the 
chord, which means we subtly experience a Gb chord and an 
Ebm7 at the same time. This may sound odd because the two 
chords are so similar, but normally a m7 chord would be 
voiced in such a way to make the identity unequivocal.  
 
Add to this the fact that the interval which vertically bookends 
the Gb chord voicing, from the Bb at the top down to the Db, 
is a maj6th. This is worth mentioning because, although this 
interval lies inside the actual full chord and doesn’t take into 
account the low bass, we do hear the interval independently 
because the top Bb and the lower Db ‘stick out’ due to the 
depth of the Eb bass. The leap of a maj6 is a romantic interval 
which has been used in many songs and other compositions 
for emotive effect.  ‘My Bonne Lies over the Ocean’, ‘My 
Way’, ‘Angels’ and ‘Take the A Train’ and ‘Music of the 
Night’ are just a few that benefit from the interval.  
 

Fig, 14 

 

Fig, 15 

 

Fig, 16 
Another fact is the brief and, 
again, almost imperceptible 
harmonic tensions contained in 
the first few bars. The first is the 
passing tension and release 
between the Bb (first beat of bar 
two) and the A note on 2nd 
violins. The second and third are 
on the last beat of bar four 
between the violin and viola (Db 
and C – min2nd) and the viola and 
cello (C and lower Db – maj7th). 
The lumpy harmony between the 
1st and 2nd cellos is also a factor. 
A min6th interval isn’t in itself a 
dense harmony but played fairly 
low between two cellos, it creates 
a tiny sonically ‘lumpy’ and 
texturally dense effect. Such 
tensions are brief and ‘passing’ 
but their combined effect changes 
the listening experience, creating 
tiny pockets of aural tension and 
sonic ambiguity which makes the 
harmony less certain. 
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The final thing to say about this piece is the curious way the melody is slightly out-of-sync with the chords.  
Melody notes which ‘go’ with the Gb chord actually begin before the chord appears and likewise melody notes 
which ‘go’ with the Ab begin before the chord itself. Thus there is the faintest whiff of polytonality prior to the 
harmonic resolution caused when the melody and chords begin to match and ‘stack up’.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GIAZOTTO, ADAGIO IN G MINOR 
Gallipoli 
 
The Adagio in G minor for strings and organ continuo is a neo-baroque composition referred to as ‘Adagio in G 
minor by Albinoni’, but it has been established as an entirely original work by its arranger, Giazotto. The piece 
is most commonly orchestrated for string ensemble and organ, or string ensemble alone. Like many pieces it has 
achieved a level of fame seriously at odds with the context of its origins. It has permeated popular culture, 
having been used as background music for such films as ‘Gallipoli’, television programs and in advertisements, 
to the point of becoming a cliché for self-consciously ‘sad’ moments. Do people react emotionally because they 
know the piece - because they recognise it - or because it works well with the movies it is used in? As with the 
Richard Strauss piece from earlier, it’s highly unlikely that many people knew the piece before they heard it in 
the movies. Over and above the fact that it has an overtly ‘classical’ sound, it possesses other characteristics 
which make it suitable for film. So, what are they? What makes it ‘filmic’?    
 
As we can see from the transcription below, the piece has a consistent melodic bass contour, which acts almost 
as a secondary melodic line, binding the piece together. Also the major 6th over the minor chord (bar five) is a 
classic film chord which has been used in countless pieces to create a sense of melodrama. There is a tendency 
to rationalise intervals in context of the root of a chord; it is understandable because it is this measure of 
distance which gives intervals and extensions their names. But the reason the minor chord with the major sixth 
works so well is at least partly because the interval that separates the minor 3rd (in this case Eb) from the major 
6th (in this case the A) is itself a diminished 5th. Any intervallic reaction with the 3rd of a chord is going to be 
pivotal because the 3rd is an important, descriptive interval within a chord. 
 
The chord manouvre from Cm6, C# to Dsus4 works particularly well, possessing a sense of inexorable 
inevitability. The seductive repetition of the Baroque style is also enchanting (boxed, bar nine onwards), as is 
the contrary motion of the phrases. The ‘melody’ is shared between violin 1 and 2. Film music frequently 
features examples where the traditional relationship between chords and melody is slightly different to the norm 
(such as this example). Frequently melodies work better when they aren’t manacled to a specific instrument or 
place but are instead ‘shared’. Don’t forget, melody, like everything else, is simply a musical function. Melody 
can be whatever or wherever we choose it to be.  

 

0 

Fig, 17 
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Fig, 18 Giazotto’s Adagio in G minor     
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Bar twelve is also very colourful, containing the maj6 and maj7 over a minor chord. Also the 6th leap from the 
maj3rd (F#) of the D/A (bar ten) to the b9 (Eb) in bar eleven is particularly warm.   
 
If we look momentarily at a single stave version with chord symbols, we can perhaps better appreciate the 
extensive use of inversions which characterise this piece. Again, this is a popular harmonic device used to create 
drama and gravity by reorientating the weighting of the chord.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig, 19 


